In December 1980, Quintus H. Rotzell, Jr., superintendent of the mills, hammers, roll shop and steel preparation in the tool steel and specialty metals division, retired after a 30-year career at Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Thirty years earlier Bethlehem Steel hired the recently graduated mechanical engineer from Lehigh University at its Saucon mills. Rotzell became foreman of the alloy and tool division in 1953. In 1963, Bethlehem Steel made Rotzell general foreman of the 12-inch and 14-inch bar mill. Six years later Rotzell became assistant superintendent of the mills, hammers, and roll shop, and superintendent of that department in 1974. He assumed his latest duties in 1978. The collection relates to the production of rolled steel at Bethlehem Steel’s 12-inch and 14-inch bar mill (Lehigh plant) in Bethlehem, Pa.
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4. Miscellaneous
   e. Ledger: Engineer’s ledger
   f. Property of Lehigh Roll Shop, Lehigh Plant, Bethlehem Steel. DER-Roll Shop Office, 1940s
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